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Fairy Tail! Loke has an idea of the wizard's true
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Lucy, mage-in-training, seeks to join a magicians

et une membre de la guilde donnée pour morte

guild and become a full-fledged magician. Her

deux ans auparavant sont également du voyage...

dream lies in the most famous guild in the
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abandoned him when he was young. Natsu has

Fairy Tail 59 Hiro Mashima 2017-03-30 FRIEND

devoted his life to finding his Dragon father.

OR FOE? Mavis manages to successfully

When he helps Lucy out of a tricky situation, she

escape, and Fairy Tail renews their resolve to

discovers that he is a member of the Fairy Tail

take back their guild! Meanwhile, a mighty change

magicians guild, and our heroes adventure

has been boiling up inside of Natsu's body--his

together begins.

demonic power has awakened. The power

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2013 After seven years

threatens to transform Natsu's will, and he makes

away, Natsu and the others return to find Fairy

his way towards Zeref--until one man stops him in

Tail the laughingstock of the magical world and

his tracks! The icy Gray Fullbuster is determined

resolve to restore the guild's good name.

to kill E.N.D., locking the two comrades in a brutal

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2013 Eight wizards who

battle that threatens their very existences.

aspire to rise to S-Class compete in a test on

Fairy Tail: 100 Years Quest 4 Hiro Mashima

Sirius Island, the sacred ground where the first

2020-06-02 Has FAIRY TAIL been taken down by

Fairy Tail master is buried.

the White Mage?! An urgent message arrives

Fairy Tail 43 Hiro Mashima 2014-10-28 Small-

from Juvia to Natsu and the rest of the gang, who

town wizard Lucy would love to join Fairy Tail, a

already have their hands full with a town that

guild for powerful wizards, but instead finds

turns out to be the work of the Wood Dragon God

herself teaming up with Natsu, a crazy fire wizard

Alderan. Now pulled between the capture of their

whose best friend is a talking, flying cat named

fellow FAIRY TAIL compatriots and their

Happy.

encounter with one of the five great dragon gods,

Fairy Tail. New edition Hiro Mashima 2017

they must wrestle with two difficult questions: Do

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Fantasy Anime and

they turn back on their hard-fought journey? And

Manga Wikipedia contributors

what is the White Mage really after…?
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Fairy Tail 2015-11-04 Gajil et Natsu affrontent

UNA EMOCIONANTÍSIMA SAGA: ¡DAN

Trafzer et Tempester, meme si les deux
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chasseurs de dragons sont plus resistants que la

NIVEL S!Fairy Tail está que arde: todos los

moyenne, les demons font une demonstration de

magos jóvenes se preparan por si el maestro

l etendue de leur puissance et prennent l

Makarov los considera aptos para presentarse al

avantage ! Mais les membres de Fairy Tail ont de

examen de mago de nivel S. Pero lo que nadie

la ressource et sont pleins de surprise ! De plus,

sospecha es que la Muerte se acerca a ellos...

un invite inattendu vient perturber le plan de Mald
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Gheel avant d etre rejoint par un allie inespere de

Find out in this final volume containing nine fun

nos heros! Les combats font rage sur terre

Fairy Tail stories!

comme dans les airs alors que la menace de

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2015-09 THE BLACK

Face plane toujours sur le royaume "

DRAGON AND THE END OF FAIRY TAIL!

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2013-07-16 KILLED BY

Grimoire Heart is in disarray, but it1s already too

ZERO ? With Erza facing off against Midnight of

late! Acnologia, the Black Dragon of the

the Oracion Seis, it seems that Fairy Tail and the

Apocalypse, is on its way to unleash death magic

allied guilds will finally be able to defeat the final

that will consume the world. To this massive

Oracion Seis member and stop Nirvana! But he

beast, the 3dragon slayers2 are little more than

defeat of the sixth villain only means the coming

insolent insects. There are some enemies not

of the ultra powerful master of the Oracion Seis

even Fairy Tail can defeat, and after this

Guild, Zero, who desires only destruction!

confrontation the guild will never be the same!

Includes special extras after the story!
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Fairy Tail Blue Mistral Hiro Mashima 2016-02-23

100 Years Quest Hiro Mashima 2019-11-19 A

She may be only 12 years old, but Wendy

wizard's job is never done! Get fired up for the

Marvell is already a member of magical guild

official sequel to Fairy Tail, with story and layouts

Fairy Tail, and a powerful dragon slayer wizard.

by original creator Hiro Mashima himself. Natsu,

Even so, she's a little nervous when she sets out

Lucy, Happy, Erza, and the whole Fairy Tail guild

for the town of Nanar for her first solo job: to

are back in action! And they've decided to tackle

discover why some of the locals have been

the "100 Years Quest" - a job no one's dared

mysteriously disappearing!

take on since the founding of the guild more than

Fairy Tail S Hiro Mashima Magical Mayhem --

a century ago. A mysterious town, a baffling spirit,

The guild members of Fairy Tail, everyone’s

a ghastly new enemy... and a brand new

favorite magic-wielding heroes, are back for

continent to explore. When you're with real

another round of adventures–this time featuring

friends, the adventures never stop!

even more mysteries, magic, and fun than ever

Fairy Tail: 100 Years Quest 12 Hiro Mashima

before. What would the Fairy Tail gang be like if

2023-04-11 A wizard's job is never done! Get

they went to a modern-day high school, or lived

fired up for the official sequel to Fairy Tail, with

on Earth Land in 10,000 BC? And when Natsu,

story and layouts by original creator Hiro

Lucy, and Happy encounter some unfamiliar

Mashima himself. Natsu, Lucy, Happy, Erza, and

faces, will it lead to new friendships, or foes?

the whole Fairy Tail guild are back in action! And
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they've decided to tackle the 100 Years Quest - a

adventure is real, and together they escape from

job no one's dared take on since the founding of

pirates and a devious magician! Their next task:

the guild more than a century ago. A mysterious

to steal a book from the evil wizard-killing Duke

town, a baffling spirit, a ghastly new enemy... and

Everlue, and outsmart his death trap. Eccentric

a brand new continent to explore. When you're

new friends join along the way in this lushly-

with real friends, the adventures never stop!

drawn modern classic!

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2013-09-24 Erza is up

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2019-11-19 A wizard’s

against Azuma, a dark wizard who uses trees as

job is never done! Get fired up for the official

conduits to draw upon the magic of the earth

sequel to Fairy Tail, with story and layouts by

itself. He uses this mysterious power to fell the

original creator Hiro Mashima himself. Natsu,

great tree at the heart of Sirius Island, depriving

Lucy, Happy, Erza, and the whole Fairy Tail guild

all the Fairy Tail wizards of their magic! Can a

are back in action! And they’ve decided to tackle

nearly powerless Erza hope to stand against him?

the “100 Years Quest” – a job no one’s dared

And where has Zeref the Black Wizard gone?

take on since the founding of the guild more than

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2012 Small-town wizard

a century ago. A mysterious town, a baffling spirit,

Lucy would love to join Fairy Tail, a guild for

a ghastly new enemy… and a brand new continent

powerful wizards, but instead finds herself

to explore. When you’re with real friends, the

teaming up with Natsu, a crazy fire wizard whose

adventures never stop!

best friend is a talking, flying cat named Happy.

Fairy Tail S Hiro Mashima 2017 WORK HARD,

Fairy Tail, Blue Mistral Hiro Mashima 2018-08-07

PLAY HARD For the members of Fairy Tail, a

Fairy Tail Manga Hiro Mashima 2019-09-24 Your

guild member’s work is never done. While they

instant Fairy Tail manga collection! Stylish box

may not always be away on missions, that

includes Vol. 1-11 of the magical shonen

doesn’t mean our magic-wielding heroes can rest

adventure that became an anime megahit, plus

easy at home. What happens when a copycat

an exclusive bonus sticker sheet. Lucy is a

thief begins to soil the good name of Fairy Tail, or

young, rebellious celestial wizard with a dream: to

when a seemingly unstoppable virus threatens

join Fairy Tail, the world's most rambunctious and

the citizens of Magnolia Town? And when a bet

powerful magical guild! When she happens to

after the Grand Magic Games goes sour, can

meet one of Fairy Tail's top wizards, he turns out

Natsu, Lucy, Gray, Erza turn the tables in their

to be not quite what she expected: a slob

favor? Come see what a "day in the life" of the

traveling with a flying cat. But the promise of

strongest guild in Fiore is like in nine wacky short
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stories!

Oraciâon face off in the battleground of Fairy Tail.

Fairy Tail - City Hero T03 Ushio Ando 2020-11-04

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2015-12-02 Le maléfice

Lucy est prise au piège dans un éboulement avec

de Kyôka fait souffrir le martyre à Erza et la prive

la mystérieuse nouvelle recrue, Mavis... Plus tard,

de ses cinq sens. Malgré ce handicap

les ennemis de la team Fairy Tail se déchaînent :

désespérant. Erza ne renonce pas et contre-

Tartaros s’infiltre au commissariat de Magnoria

attaque ! De leur côté, Ignir affronte Acnologia, et

sous couvert d’un reportage, Eisenwald sème la

Natsu combat le roi des Enfers. "Le père et le

panique à Lamia Scale, Acnologia s’évade de

fils" luttent ensemble pour redonner espoir à tous

prison, Avatar attaque la ville... et Inbel

! En plus, Sting et Rog, les dragons jumeaux de

embauche un tueur professionnel pour faire –

Saber Tooth, rejoignent Natsu ! Frappé par le

littéralement – disparaître les preuves qui relient

souffle des trois chasseurs de dragons, le roi des

les services de la mairie à Avatar...

Enfers ne se retient plus... Le combat entre les

FAIRY TAIL Manga Box Set 6 Hiro Mashima

Fées et les démons est à son paroxysme !

2022-05-24 Your instant Fairy Tail manga

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2015-03-24 THAT'S THE

collection! Stylish box includes Vol. 54-63 -- ten

SPIRIT? A powerful user of magic, with a goat's

volumes! -- of the magical shonen adventure that

head? It'd be funny if it weren't trying to slaughter

became an anime megahit, plus an exclusive

Fairy Tail! Loke has an idea of the wizard's true

bonus sticker sheet. Lucy is a young, rebellious

identity - but while he fights to prove it, Ultear has

celestial wizard with a dream: to join Fairy Tail,

already reached the sleeping Zeref, and she has

the world's most rambunctious and powerful

plans of her own for the legendary black wizard...

magical guild! When she happens to meet one of

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2013-07-16 FADING

Fairy Tail's top wizards, he turns out to be not

WIZARD ? Stylish wizard Loke is the ladies' man

quite what she expected: a slob traveling with a

of the Fairy Tail guild. But now he's suddenly

flying cat. But the promise of adventure is real,

broken up with all his girlfriends, claiming he

and together they escape from pirates and a

simply doesn't have the time! It turns out that

devious magician! Their next task: to steal a book

Loke's life may be about to end, and Lucy, a

from the evil wizard-killing Duke Everlue, and

freshman, is the only one who can save him! But

outsmart his death trap. Eccentric new friends join

what can a first-year wizard do that an

along the way in this lushly-drawn modern

experienced wizard can't? Includes special extras

classic!

after the story!
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OF DRAGONS Laxus' protectors have all been

wizard promotion test! The eight participants,

defeated, but he still remains one of the most

including Natsu, choose partners and head for

powerful wizards in Fairy Tail, and his Thunder

Tenrou Island, where Fairy Tail's first master was

Palace is threatening to rain down death and

laid to rest. Only one will pass! Who will join the

destruction on the innocent people of Manolia!

magical elite?

Can the two dragon slayers, Natsu and Gajeel,

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2015-09-02 Le combat

manage to keep from fighting each other enough

contre la Porte des Neufs Démons de Tartaros et

to stop him? Includes special extras after the

le roi des Enfers fait rage ! Surtout qu'il n'a a pas

story!

qu'une seule bombe à impulsions magiques ! La

FAIRY TAIL Manga Box Set 2 Hiro Mashima

situation semble désespérée. De son côté, Grey

2020-03-31 Your instant Fairy Tail manga

affronte Silver, le chasseur de démons de glace.

collection! Stylish box includes Vol. 12-22 --

Il s'avère qu'ils sont liés par la destinée ! Quand

eleven volumes! -- of the magical shonen

Silver révèle sa surprenante et véritable identité,

adventure that became an anime megahit, plus

Grey laisse exploser sa colère 1 Et si tout cela

an exclusive bonus sticker sheet. Lucy is a

cachait une triste réalité ?

young, rebellious celestial wizard with a dream: to

Fairy Tail: Happy's Heroic Adventure 8 Hiro

join Fairy Tail, the world's most rambunctious and

Mashima 2021-02-16 Marice and the MF (Marice

powerful magical guild! When she happens to

Friends) she created with her magic were used

meet one of Fairy Tail's top wizards, he turns out

as an energy source in the past by General Star.

to be not quite what she expected: a slob

In her sorrow, she lost control of her magic, so

traveling with a flying cat. But the promise of

they had to seal her away for a thousand years.

adventure is real, and together they escape from

After her revival, she was able to enjoy the

pirates and a devious magician! Their next task:

peaceful paradise she always dreamed of with

to steal a book from the evil wizard-killing Duke

Happy and the MF. But then General Star

Everlue, and outsmart his death trap. Eccentric

traveled through space-time to capture her! Will

new friends join along the way in this lushly-

Happy be able to save Marice and the MF?! Will

drawn modern classic!

he ever be able to go back home to Natsu?!

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2013-07-16

Happy's Heroic Adventure in another world is

PREMONITIONS AND PROMOTIONS ? Natsu

finally reaching its conclusion!

and gang return to Earthland from Edolas, and

Fairy Tail Hiro Mashima 2008 Created by manga-

back at home, it's time for the annual S-class

ka Hiro Mashima of Rave Master fame, FAIRY
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TAIL takes place in a unique magical world.

young. Natsu has devoted his life to finding his

Seventeen-year-old Lucy, mage-in-training, seeks

Dragon father. When he helps Lucy out of a tricky

to join a magicians guild and become a full-

situation, she discovers that he is a member of

fledged magician. Her dream lies in the most

the Fairy Tail magicians guild, and our heroes

famous guild in the worldFairy Tale. One day

adventure together begins.

Lucy encounters Natsu, a boy raised by a Dragon

Fairy Tail collection Hiro Mashima 2021

who mysteriously abandoned him when he was
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